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Cjyj!ian and Military Differences 

It was clear that the Marines were doing the job and t11at they thought they were going to build an economy. That 
was going to be by building the highway up to the Kajaki dam. I think t11e cost was roughly two lives pet· mile. or 
per day. I am forgetting what [data] we went through [fo r that calculation]. I went to the transfer cet·emoni es two 
to t11ree times a week. It was about a half hour dl'ive to the far s ide of the base. [The actual number of how many 
lives pet· mile] can be found out. I am sure that is on the record . We can look at when they did it [built the road] and 
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what it took. I recall it was a mile or two a day and there was one to three deaths every couple of days. The concept 
as to what this economy or what this regional economy was really going to look like and how it was going to 
function was not spelled out to me. It may have been spelled out at higher levels, but that is something that 
hopefully was assessed. Plans for [this concept] which, [I hope were] subject to scrutiny by knowledgeable people 
at policy levels. That is the higher level of problem. 

The other level is what was actually happening on the ground or in these reconstruction teams. There was a PRT 
office on the base, as on most bases. There seemed to be expertise from State and AID, but the numbers were just 
so small in comparison to the military that you can imagine what the impact was. I think that the influence of the 
experts, probably varied greatly from commander to commander. It was not clear to me who was really running 
the show, but it certainly seemed to be the two start [general] or the RC commander, even though there was a 
senior State Department person usually present. 

The thinking, it seemed to me, was left to the military- the grand concept- and the operationalizing was certainly 
left to the military. This was true for at least where I was. Even though I have met some very knowledgeable 
people on the civilian side, I also met, probably a greater number, whose expertise I would question. That 
went from trainers to development experts. I used to joke that civilians had a hard time getting a meeting to 
happen, but it wasn't a joke. There were actually a number of issues. We could go many days or a couple of weeks 
without getting people together, which when you are working 16-18 hours a day, is a lot of time. You should be 
able to make that happen. The military could make things happen. I don't think the civilian expertise had the 
management skills and I don't think that they were necessarily welcomed by the two star [general]. I am 
not sure what the greater problem was. I was impressed with some of the experts, but I was not impressed how the 
civilians in this operation, operated as a unit. I came away completely convinced that the State Department does 
not groom for leadership positions. 

Reintegration 

I don't know how it worked out in detail, but I can tell you that the RC had a very different concept at the high value 
target level, than did ISAF. If important people in the opposition said they wanted to stop fighting us, they wanted 
to say great, we won't hurt you and we will give you a long time in order to figure out what you want to do. If you 
are a commander and you are out and your people are getting killed, especially if you think these people are 
manipulating the system, by getting taken off the list for 30-60 days, then go back to fighting, then taken off the list 
again, it doesn't work. The actual policies were different and they were not coordinated. I drafted up something 
that was a compromise between the two that I thought people agreed to. I doubt it was signed off on by the 
commander, but who knows. At that time, it was a highly kinetic approach and I doubt that there was a lot of 
emphasis on reintegration of general fighters, but I could be wrong. 

Red Team 

I came in and challenged the military's idea of where the center of gravity was in the whole RC. They were saying it 
was the population's feeling about being secure. I was saying that there actually has to be real security. We had this 
debate back and forth. That immediately setup the confrontation [between me as a member of a red team and the 
military]. It was pretty hard to get real red teaming. 

At the time, [I thought real security was] the ability of people to move freely and have [interactions with] whatever 
the economy was, despite it not being a western style economy; [it was also to] be secure from pressure and 
assassination. It was real physical security. I think Fukuyama ended up here at the end too ... saying that people 
really want some basic things like human security, food security, and some kind of view of the future. It was just 
really a wishy-washy thing. There was no way to get what they [the military] were trying to get done [which was 
creating a perception of security and not actual security]. It was theoretical in some ways. My point here is that red 
teaming, has got to have support from the top of whatever command you are in. 
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Yes, [I share the same concerns of- a bout th e color coded progress maps], a nd we continue to use 
the m for the period I was there. There would be a caveat that these are not actually sc ientific tigures, or this is not a 
scientific process behind this. So what is? My feelings and w hat colors I want to put up? We continue to use them 
and they had a really expensive machine that wo uld print the really large pieces paper like in a print shop. It made 
for interesting discussion. There were a number of discussions and there was not a willingness to answer 
questions such as, what is the mea ning of thi s number of schools that you have built? How has that progressed you 
towards your goal? What is the meaning of the number of students who are in some way, shape or form taking an 
English language class? What is the mea ning of laudable o f the number of girls in schools? How do you show this as 
evidence of success and not just evidence of e ffort or evidence of just doing a good thing? 

I will also say that the assessment shops but basically ma rginalized. It had a Reserve 0-6 and the Reserves in 
general, throughout the milita ry, are not really respected. They can if they are really good a nd aggressive and have 
the presence, but they are generally not. Even so, the person [running the assessment shop while I was there] 
did not have the mental skills. So the assessment shop was ... a shop. I would see it more as aPR shop. 

I was just a mazed at w hat the Ma rines accomplished in jus t a year, compa red to what the Brits acco mplished in the 
years be fore tha t. It was amazing that you co uld take on these strongholds and clear, not hold necessarily, but clear 
temporarily these places. It was amazing they could build that w ith the relatively smal l number of sold iers. There 
was a kind of success on the ground, it is true, but it was relative success. It was nothing short of 
impressive. The problem was the grand scheme. 

To me it was clear tha t the sche me and the assessment was all geared to getting out. At the highest levels, the P-4 
level or Petraeus level, after I looked at his transition plan, inteqal, I was just repulsed as it was all this color coding 
la nguage. After a day or two, I was saying, this is brilliant from a political standpoint. If you recognize tha t we are 
not going to get what we thought we were going to get out of this, and here it is 2011, than this plan is brilliant. 
There was almost no way that you couldn't slowly retract from each region. It was a completely squishy, sliding 
scale approach to success and color coding, but if you are a senior military leader, you could make the case that, 
okay, we a re drawing down and this region is next and here is way (and I have these fi ve or ten indicators). That 
was the grand scheme. Unfortunately, the regional co mmander was in a different reality. [This d ifferent rea li ty to 
that person was that he] has 10,000-14,000 soldiers here a nd we are going to fight, and do our job, and we a re 
Marines w ho don't sit at the base. They d id amazing things. The question is what was question to the larger 
strategy at that point? I think it was a stra tegy, w hich I think was the right strategy, was a stra tegy of getting out 
before 2015. 

Connecting the Dots 

The groupthink thing stil l goes on in strategizing. I was warned about it by some knowledgeable a nalysts before I 
left. I sa id, "yeah, yeah, l studied that in histo ry." It was truly overwhelming. The re were a couple of iss ues on which 
we had le ngthy meetings and working groups. One was protecting the base and another was the econo mic picture 
in the medium-term, especially after we leave. We would s it around and everybody's perspective was so classically 
determ ined by where they s it in the bureaucracy. It was incred ible. This is something, if you want to think abo ut 
lessons lea rned, I ca n do off- the-record. 
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